RIDDLE PUZZLES
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Use number names to solve the riddle!
1. fi e 2. si teen 3. eight 4. thirteen Fact: pumpkin patch
1 nth Letter Match. Left = 1 matches. Right = 1. Total = 2 matches.
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1. Annie has 17 marbles. She has 12 more marbles than And . Ho
man marbles does And ha e?
_________________

What is the ec nd letter in our ans er?

1

2. Shane has 8 ribbons. He has 8 fe er ribbons than Luna. Ho man
ribbons does Luna ha e?
_________________

What is the e en h letter in our ans er?

2

3. Sloan has 14 darts. She has 6 more darts than Tess. Ho man darts
does Tess ha e?
_________________

What is the fif h letter in our ans er?

3

4. Dane has 7 dogs. He has 6 fe er dogs than Dean. Ho man dogs
does Dean ha e?
_________________

What is the ec nd letter in our ans er?
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WORDY WEDNESDAY™

Name:

WHO AM I?
Use the clue to figure out the answer.
Then write your answer in the box.
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Step-by-step examples at:
tangmath.com/puzzles

I am between 43 and 52. The sum of my
digits is 13. What number am I?

I am less than 9 + 9. My name has more than
4 letters. My name contains exactly 1 "e".

SPLIT DECISION
Choose the correct answer for each question below.

Which buys more?

Who has fewer marbles?

___ 6 nickels and
8 pennies

___ Jason had 33 marbles. Then
he gave away 7 of them.

___ 4 nickels and
2 dimes

___ Rhonda had 11 marbles to
start. Then she got 16 more.
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FILL IN THE BLANK
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Use the numbers from the number bank to label
the blanks.
charts
fill in the
and fill in the blanks.

Step-by-step examples at:
tangmath.com/puzzles

Number bank:

12 16 28

pennies
... ...
nickels

Kat has ___ coins. ___ of them are pennies and ___ are
nickels. Kat has fewer nickels than pennies.

Number bank:

12 20 32

Joe
... ...
Tina

Together, Joe and Tina have ___ marbles. Joe has
___ marbles and Tina has ___ marbles. Joe has fewer
marbles than Tina.
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MORE or LESS
Use the chart to answer the questions..
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LEVEL
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Step-by-step examples at:
tangmath.com/puzzles

*ants
*bees
**sharks
*insects

**fish

________ 1. Are there fewer sharks or bees?
________ 2. How many fewer?
________ 3. How many animals in all?
________ 4. Are there more fish or insects?
________ 5. How many more?
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